


How We Increased Revenue at one Company by 280%

In early 2015 Lead Generation Solutions started working with a 
company that sells software to small and midsize retail stores. The 
software company was getting some traffic to their site but struggling 
to convert this traffic to customers.

●  Averaged 1,500 unique visitors to their site a month
●  Of those 1,500 visitors only 1.3% (20 people) on average signed 
     up for a trial or consultation
●  Of those 20 people only 10% (2 people) converted to a sale 
     each month
●  They bill on average $200 a month for their software and a 
     customer will stay with them for at least 4 years.
●  The lifetime value of their customer is $9,600
     ($200 x 12 months x 4 years)

After two calls to review their current situation, Lead Generation 
Solutions did a full evaluation of their sales and marketing funnel. 
During this evaluation it was discovered that there were a number of 
webpages in which the majority of visitors were exiting the site. Some 
changes were made to these pages to make them more user friendly. 
Issues with messaging during the sales process were also identified 
and addressed. These changes resulted in an almost immediate 
increase in sales.

Before working with Lead Generation Solutions

Results since working with Lead 
Generation Solutions

●  Site visitors increased to 1,800 unique visitors a month
●  Of those 1,800 visitors 2.5% (45 people) on average now sign 
     up for a trial or consultation each month
●  Of those 45 people 15.5% (7 people) on average convert to a 
     sale
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●  20% increase in web traffic
●  2x the prospect engagement
●  250% increase in new clients

By making changes to their sales and marketing funnel, Lead 
Generation Solutions was able to increase their monthly close 
rate by 250%. Over their lifetime, the new customers that Lead 
Generation Solutions has delivered will be worth $288,000 in 
revenue.

This client plans to keep Lead Generation Solutions on board for 
the indefinite future because they have seen the value of the 
service and positive impact on their bottom line.



Lead Generation Solutions is a digital marketing firm 
for small and midsized SaaS businesses. We take a 
different approach than most other consulting 
companies. We frame our work solely based on your 
return on investment. Our only objective is to 
increase your sales which is why lots of companies, 
especially those that are data driven, love working 
with us.

About Lead Generation Solutions

Learn how you can achieve similar results.
Schedule a FREE consultation now.

http://leadgensolutions.net/consult
http://leadgensolutions.net/consult



